Hi Laura

An additional request to speak to the 2020 Budget was also submitted.

Please find the following points of discussion provided to meet the prescribed deadline as per your email below. Please be advised that copies of the corresponding Reports to Council were requested however were not available at the time of this submission.

**Item 1 – Stormwater Drainage Master Plan**
- Meeting Aug 19, 2019 with Administration & study Consultant
- Assured MP study would not affect the ability of the Developers in the MRSPA to implement alternative solutions for the Regional Pond that differ from the EA “preferred alternative”
- The Town agreed to review the stormwater release rate for the Manning Road Secondary Plan Area
- The Study contains 2 alternatives solutions for the existing issues within the Baillargeon Drainage Area.

**Item 2 - Sylvestre Drive Sanitary Sewer Extension EA**
- Meeting Aug 19, 2019 with Administration & study Consultant – response letter dated Aug 26 and amended on Sept 18 has been received.
- Request a phased approach to implementation of the EA
  - Delay servicing the properties fronting Manning Road until its reconstruction
- Request consideration for upgrading the reconstructed portions of Sylvestre Drive to an urban cross section

**Item 3 – 2020 Budget**
- The Budget documents on the Town website state p145 “3. Funding of Storm Infrastructure...” Design and construction of the MRSPA Stormwater Pond is proposed for 2020. As this is development related, costs will ultimately be borne by developers, however the Town will likely advance the funding for this project from reserves that are already depleted.”
- p129 Sylvestre Drive Sanitary Sewer Extension “The estimated cost, including sanitary road and storm works is $1.9M with $0.8M being recovered from property owners as a sanitary connection charge.”

Regards
Josette

From: Laura Moy <lmoy@tecumseh.ca>